ultrasonic system is fully controlled by a personal computer, including the automated scanning of the air-coupled 23 transducer. A quantitative comparison between a conventional contact ultrasonic system and the hybrid system is 24 represented in Table 1 , showing that the automated system significantly improves the speed of the measurement,
25
provides high accuracy, and enables a dense volume of data to be collected from a cross-section thus enabling higher 26 resolution internal images. 
5
6 where is the distance traveled by ray i through pixel j, is slowness (inverse of velocity) at pixel j, is arrival 7 time of wave of ray i, and N and M are the number of observations and pixels, respectively. The mathematical process 8 is illustrated in fig. 1a . The inverse of the slowness matrix can be calculated; however, an insufficient number of data 9 or corrupted data caused by noise content can give rise to singularities. The algebraic reconstruction technique (ART)
iteratively solves the matrix inversion as an algebraic problem until the difference between previous and current steps 11 converges to defined threshold level [24, 25] . A common iteration solver is the back-projection method using a row-
12
normalized transpose of [26, 27] 
13
= ∑ 2
=1 (j = 1~M) . (2) 14
In the iterative procedure, the initial assignment of slowness is a key variable to control overall computation time and
15
to ensure minimal errors. In this study, the average of slowness from all measurements is used as the initial assignment The reconstructed sectional image represents P-wave slowness, which is affected by variations in material 5 properties such as elastic modulus and density. The speed of ultrasonic waves decreases when the wave propagates 6 through lower density or lower modulus regions within the material, which could be set up by the presence of internal 7 cracks or voids. A 50 kHz center-frequency narrow band ultrasonic pulse is employed to avoid scattering losses in 8 concrete, where the corresponding wavelength is around 8cm to 10cm assuming that P-wave velocity of concrete is 9 between 4000m/s and 4700m/s. Although the employed frequency wave limits sensitivity to sub-wavelength reflectors 10 inside concrete, the tomographic algorithm emphasizes the lower velocity regions because of the large amount of data 11 measurements across multiple wave paths. Therefore, the tomograms enable visualization of reflectors that are slightly 12 smaller than the wavelength. 
Results

8
The slowness values calculated by the tomographic algorithm are converted to P-wave velocity in order to 9 indicate velocity differences between defect and sound regions in the constructed tomograms. A pixel-region 10 exhibiting higher P-wave velocity is represented by red colors, while lower velocity is illustrated by blue colors in the 11 jet-color scale format used. Thus, the location of embedded defects should be indicated by dark blue colors. As regions associated with lower wave velocity, material degradation processes in concrete are often associated with 7 material cracking. P-wave arrival time may not be sensitive to the presence of distributed cracking damage because 8 the employed wavelength in our case is about 8 cm, which is much larger than the dimension of an individual crack.
9
Although high ray density may compensate to some degree for the wavelength issue, velocity tomography is limited 10 when the internal reflectors have dimensions much smaller than wavelength. Alternate ultrasonic testing parameters,
11
such as propagating wave energy or wave scatter, may better detect small-sized defects such as cracks. Our research
12
group is currently investigating such improvements.
13
The 3-D computer vision techniques employed in this work are broadly applicable in the field. The cost of have great potential to improve structural condition assessment of large-scale civil infrastructure.
6
Based on the work presented in this paper, the following conclusions are drawn:
7
• 3-D volumetric internal images based on ultrasonic tomograms can detect embedded defects within concrete, 
